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Abstract 

We derive determinant representations and nonlinear differential 
equations for the scaled 2-point functions of the 2D Ising model on the 
cylinder. These equations generalize well-known results for the infinite 
lattice (Painleve III equation and the equation for the r-function of 
Painleve V). 
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1    Introduction 

One of the most beautiful results of the modern mathematical physics is 
the connection between correlations in the 2D Ising model and Painleve 
functions. Quantum field theory and condensed matter physics usually deal 
with Dyson equations for the Green functions. These equations, however, 
can not be reduced to closed form, i. e. to evaluate a propagator from 
Dyson equations one must first perturbatively calculate the vertex. The 
Ising model provides a remarkable example of closed differential equations 
for the correlation functions and, moreover, these equations prove to be 
integrable. 

Scaled 2-point function of the 2D Ising model on the infinite lattice 

((7(0,0)a(ra:,rl,))H=^T_(t))    S>1 (i.i) 

{a(0,0)a(rx,ry)}M=ZT+(t),    s<l (1.2) 

can be expressed through the functions T± (t) of the single parameter 

' = ^7^1. (1-3) 

where 
5 = sinh2/C,    ^ = \l - s'4^ (1.4) 

and /C is the Ising coupling constant. 

As it was shown in [1, 2], the function 

T-(2g)-T+(2fl) 
7?W = r_(2^)+r+(2^) ^ 

satisfies the equation 

rf' = ^{rn2-y + VZ-n-\ (1-6) 

and the asymptotical boundary conditions 

ritf) ~ 1 - -K0(2e) (1.7) 
TT 

at 9 —> oo. The equation (1.6) is a particular case of Painleve III equation. 
Furthermore, if we define 

C(,)=«i^w, (i.8) 
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then in both cases [3] 

(K")2 = 4 (tC - C)2 - 4 (C)2 (tC - 0 + (C)2 ■ (1-9) 

This is the equation for the r-function of Painleve V. The most interesting 
feature of (1.9) is that it contains correlation functions r± themselves instead 
of their combination (1.5). 

There are several similar results for the correlations in one-dimensional 
quantum models: impenetrable Bose gas [4], XY and XXZ spin chains [5, 6], 
sine-Gordon field model [7]. In two dimensions, there were no examples of 
this kind other than spin-spin correlation functions of the Ising model on 
the infinite plane. Quite recently [8, 9] the form factor representation for 
the correlation function was calculated for the Ising model on a cylinder. 
This gave an opportunity to evaluate the susceptibility and to investigate 
its singularity structure in the complex temperature plane in the case of a 
finite-size lattice. In the present paper, we continue the study of correlations 
in the Ising model on a cylinder. 

In this case, the rotational invariance is broken even in the scaling limit 
and one has three scaling parameters 

_I1_5I _ [1 - s\ |1 - s\ 

where iV is the number of sites on the base of the cylinder.   Correlation 
function in the scaling limit 

(a(0,0)a(rx,ry))H =^(^6-1*1/^) r.^y,^),    s > 1, 

(a(0,0)a(rS)ry)>(+)=^r(i9)e-la,l/XWT+(a;iy))9),    s < 1. 

The notation will be explained in the next sections. Before summarize main 
results of the paper, we define complex variables 

and the function 
y? = lnr- + T+. (1.11) 

It will be shown that (p satisfies sinh-Gordon equation 

(pZz = -sinh2(p. (1.12) 

Besides that, we will derive equations for T± separately. If we define 

u = lnr±, (1-13) 
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then u satisfies the equation 

uzz \U>zzzz + ^uzz ~~ uzz) — UZZzUZzz ~~ UzzUjz (l-l^J 

in both cases. This is quite a fascinating result. In fact, we will find a general 
iV-solitonic solution of (1.14) and the Ising scaled correlation function is 
infinite-solitonic one. As far as the author is aware, the equation (1.14) 
is not one of common knowledge. Nevertheless, it seems to be integrable 
and complete investigation of it (construction of the Lax representation, 
hamiltonian structure, etc.) is a challenging task. 

This paper is organized as follows. The scaling limit of the formulae of [8, 
9] and determinant representations for the correlation functions on a cylinder 
are obtained in Section 2. On the infinite lattice correlation functions can be 
expressed through Fredholm determinants of integral operators and on the 
cylinder - through the determinants of some infinite dimensional matrices. 
The derivation of differential equations (1.12), (1.14) and a brief rederivation 
of Painleve III (1.6) and Painleve V (1.9) equations are given in Section 3. 

2    Scaling limit and determinant representations 
for the correlation functions 

The most convenient representations for the investigation of correlation func- 
tions on the infinite lattice are the so-called form factor expansions [10, 11] 

oo 

((7(0,0)a(rx,ry))V = £ £ g2n,      s > 1 (2.1) 
71=0 

OO 

(<T(0,0Mrx,ry))W =zY^92n+i,   s<l (2.2) 
71=0 

IL e-\rx\lf(gj)+iryqj 

71=0 

9n = -r n! 
Iff o     rr e-wiW'+^vV — j...Jdqi...dqnF^]Yl     ^^     ,   w.i,   (2.3) 

-TT —TT 3 

smMi 

l<i<j<n Sirm 2 

where the function j(q) is defined by equation 

cosh 7(g) = s 4- 5~1 — cos g 

and condition j(q) > 0. 
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It proved [8, 9] that the correlation function on the cylinder with N sites 
on the base may be written in similar form, namely 

[N/2] 

(cr(0,0)(7(rx,ry)>(-) = (£ • fr) e"1^ £ <?2n,      s > 1 (2.5) 
n=0 

[(JV-l)/2] 

<a(0,OMrx,r,))M = (£-fr)e-lr*l/A     ^    52n+1,     a>l (2.6) 
71=0 

e-n/A fb\ n    ~-\rx\l(qj)+iryqj-v(qj) 

»-5]^E"^bin     sinh7fe)    ■ » = '    M 

The main differences between (2.1)-(2.3) and (2.5)-(2.7) are the substi- 
tution of the integration by the summation over discrete bosonic spectrum 
of quasimomentum (qj = ^ fc, A; = 0, 1,... , N — 1) and the appearance of 
cylindrical parameters £3-5 A and u(q) 

TT 

N*_ f dPdqi(p)i{q) 
?T      27r2 7  sinh(JV7(p))sinh(W7(g)) 

0 

sin((p + <jf)/2) 
(2.8) 

sin((p-9)/2) 

TT 

A-1 = - f dp \ncoth{N-y{p)/2), (2.9) 

o 

TT y     cosh 7 (9) — cosp 
0 

The finite number of terms in the sums (2.5) and (2.6) provides an oppor- 
tunity of independent check of the formulae [8, 9] for small N. 

The scaling limit of the Ising model is of interest mainly due to its ap- 
plications in quantum field theory. This limit implies that 

7(0) —> 0,    rx —> 00,    ry -> 00,    N —> 00, 

7(0)^ —)■ x — const,    7(0)7^ -> y = const,    7(0)^ —> {3 = const. 

In this case [12] the formulae (2.5)-(2.7) reduce to 

00 

(a(0,0)a(rx,ry))H = ^T(P)e-^~A^ J^^n,       s > 1, (2.11) 
71=0 
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oo 

(*(0,0)v(rx,ry))M = ftrG^e-M/^ J^^+i,    s < 1, (2.12) 
71=0 

.    .    f      /27rL- \ 2 27rL-     _, j OO _ 71        -Ixiyi+^^Z-J   +n,_-A_„(fi>0) 

^ = ^r    E    ^Wll  /  '     50 = 1,      (2.13) 

27rli _ 27r^ 

The summation over [/] 

oo oo 

E - £•■■ E 
[/] = —OO Zi= —OO ln = — OO 

is taken over integer values of Z^, and the quantities ^r(/?), A(/3), i/(/,/3) are 
defined by formulae 

27r2 

o /   x/p2 + 1 vV + 1 sinh (p^p2 + l) sinh (/J^/^Tl) ' 

OO 

dp Incoth 
f3^T+p> 

v(i,0) = - [dp V
/ ;2^ 
1+^)     incoth ^±Z. 

Let us denote 

-1 _ h (2nli 
j ,   uf 

2Trli 

13 

is easily verified that 

F2 1
 n '[1} = 11 

l<t<j<n 

-uAs 

+ 1/1 + 
27rL:x2 

)9 
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The right hand side of the last formula can be expressed through Vander- 
mond determinant of a matrix with dimension n x n: 

det^ =n i n Ui + Uj 

If we make use of this fact and denote 

,2ui)      XJ-      \ui-\- Un 
2=1   v      *'   l<2<j<n  x   l 3 

Ei = ^(/J) = 

V1+(^): (2.15) 

then for g^ we obtain 

9n n\p n    E    det- 
EiEj exp la;|-2y UJ+UJ _ |a?|H-ij/ ^i     +^j i4-,/,-i 

lii   +  Un 

(2.16) 

Let us consider an arbitrary square matrix K with the elements Kn 
and construct the determinant 

1 + 
K 

1 = e1Vln(1+f)=e1V(H-5Fi?2+-) = 

= l+l^R+w fa±K\   -Tr(#2) + ...= 

_ 1 +  R Z^ Kmm + OR2 2^ i9 2^2 + ... 

as the expansion over 4. After comparing these expressions with (2.16), it 
is easy to see that 

n=0 

i+i* 

Ef-1)"^ = 
n=0 >-?* 

where the elements of the infinite-dimensional matrix K are obtained from 

E1E2 exp 
Kiih = 

2 2 2 2 

Wl +U2 
(2.17) 

and Zi, Z2 = —00,... , 0,... ,00. 
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Let us summarize: correlation functions of the Ising model on the cylin- 
der in the scaling limit 

{<T(O,O)0(rx,ry))M =tiT([3)e-WWK-(x,y,(3),    T < Tc, (2.18) 

((T{0,0)a(rx,ry))W=gT(P)e-WWK+(x,y,P),    T > Tc,        (2.19) 

can be expressed through the determinants of infinite-dimensional matrices 

T_ + r+ = i+f>K 

i-?* 
r_ - r+ = 

where K is defined by (2.17). 

On the infinite lattice K reduces to integral operator with the kernel 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

\x\-iy   u+v       \x\+iy   u    1+v    1 

1   6 2 2 2 2 
K\u,v) =  

TT U + V 
(2.22) 

acting on L2(0, oo), and matrix determinants in the right hand side of (2.20) 
and (2.21) become Fredholm determinants. 

3    Nonlinear differential equations 

In recent years numerous connections between Fredholm determinants of 
certain integral operators and differential equations become apparent [13, 
14, 15]. We will formulate here only necessary results. 

Let us consider integral operator K with the kernel 

K{X,y) = E{x)E{y\     E(X)=e(x)e^x-^. 
x + y 

It was shown in [14] that the functions 

cp = In 

if) — In 

satisfy differential equations 

l + XK 

1 + XK 

-In 

+ ln 

XK 

XK 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

dzz<P= 2sinh2<^ (3.3) 
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dz^ = ^. (3.4) 

To derive them, one has to define 

ui,j = uJ,i = (Ei\       g2\
Ej)> (3-5) 

«U = «i>i = (£;i|—^IEJ), (3.6) 
1 — A" 

where Ei(x) = x'lE(x), and to prove the following recursion relations 

Ui+lJ - ^ij-fl = ^2,0^,0 - ^,0^,0, (3-7) 

Vi+ij + Vij+i = U^QUJ^O - V^QVJ^O (3.8) 

and differentiation formulae 

[ 9zUPjq = ^ (uPi-ivqi-.i+vPi-iuqi-i) + ±{up-iiq + Upiq-i), 

{ 
dzVp^q = \   (TXp,0^,0 + Vp,0%o) + \ (^p+l,q + ^p,g+l) > 

9^p,g = 5   (^,-1^,-1 +'L'p5_l^?_l) + i(Vp_lj9+Vpjg_i), 
(3.10) 

Sz(/? = ^0,0,    dz(p = 11-1-1, (3.11) 

S^ = -vo,o,    S^^-^-i-i- (3.12) 

Two additional equations 

dzziP = - (dz<p)2 , (3.13) 

dztft = - (dz<p)2 , (3.14) 

were not observed in [14]. To derive, for example, first of them, one has to 
differentiate (3.12) with respect to z and to use the recursion relation (3.8). 

It can be shown that the recursion relations (3.7), (3.8), differentiation 
formulae (3.9)-(3.12) and^differential equations (3.3), (3.4), (3.13), (3.14) 
remain valid even when K is a matrix (finite- or infinite-dimensional) with 
the elements 

P™P„  P 2        ^ 2 
■R-m/n. — 

The matrix (2.17) belongs to this class, so after denoting 

y? = lnT~+r+,    ^ = ln(r2-r?)J (3.15) 
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\x\ — iy \x\ +iy , 
z = -ll^-,   z = -l±-±, (3.16) 

we can write down a system of equations for the correlation functions 

T_=e2cosh^, (3.17) 

r+ = etsinh^, (3.18) 

dzzV= -sinh2^3 (3.19) 
Zi 

„    ,      1 — cosh 20? 
dzvb = g— ' (3-20) 

dzz$ = - idzv)2, (3.21) 

d-zTp = - {d-M2 ■ (3.22) 

On the infinite lattice in the scaling limit correlation function and, therefore, 
the functions ip and ij) become invariant under rotations in the (#, y) plane. In 

this case, one can define 9 = 2 (zz) *, r](Q) = e"~^(2^'22) and then sinh-Gordon 
equation (3.19) reduces to Painleve III equation (1.6) for the function ^(9). 

Before proceed with the differential equations, let us discuss the bound- 
ary conditions for (3.19). It should be noted that the asymptotical conditions 
at \x\ —> oo in the case of the cylinder do not determine the solution uniquely. 
Indeed, the asymptotics of the functions r±(x,y) is determined by the first 
terms of the corresponding form factor expansions, and moreover, in the 
expression for gi (2.13) we should take I = 0 (this is not the case for the 
infinite lattice, where the sum over I transforms into an integral and gives 
the modified Bessel function). Therefore, we obtain 

T+_> 1 e-l*"-^),    T_-H, 

as |a;| —> oo. The corresponding asymptotics of (p 

p^l e-\x\-Ho,0) 

does not depend on y-coordinate. If we assume that the last condition defines 
the solution uniquely, it would not depend on y for all values of x and 
obviously, this is not true. 

If it were possible to obtain an additional differential equation, contain- 
ing the derivatives with respect to i (this quantity corresponds to QFT 
temperature), one would be able to use the solution of Painleve III equation 
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(1.6) with the boundary conditions (1.7) as the initial condition at 4 = 0. 
However, the derivation of such equation stands as an open problem. This 
problem is rather difficult to solve, mainly due to the complexity of the 
function ?(/,/?). 

Therefore, we have no way other than the classical one - to determine, 
at least numerically, the function cp(x:y) and its derivative on the whole 
line (y = const) or on the circle (x = const). Such boundary conditions, 
combined with the periodicity in y-coordinate, will completely determine 
the solution of sinh-Gordon equation (3.19). 

Now we can turn to the derivation of the equations for the functions r±. 
If one denotes 

u = In T_ , 

then by means of usual differentiation and using of relations (3.17)-(3.22) it 
is straightforward to obtain the following identities 

uz 
cosh ip- 1      / dz<p 

2 z \smhip 

dz(p 
sinhip 

cosh (p — 1 
Uzz — O z 

Uz? = 

Uz 

cosh ip—l 

lAzzzz — tLz 

__    _ ( dzp 

\smh(p 

__   _ f dz<p 
zz — Uzz I     .    i 

\ sinh (p 

( dzV \ +u      f dz<p 
\smhcpj        zzz \sinh( 

_1+ (  dzV  \ ( dzV 
\smh(pj \sinh(y 

dz<P 

V 

uz 

+ uz 

+ uz 

- 2uiT + 

sinhcp 

f dz(p 

\ sinh (p 

2[u u. r] 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 
up J ~~ cosYnp — 1 

The last four relations can be treated as a system of algebraic equations 

for three variables cos 2^~1, (^^), (sinh^) • ^^ e(luation for correlation 

function 

^zz yUzzTz   i   ^^zz       ^zz) — Uzzz'U'zzz      'U'ZZUYZ (o.^yj 

appears as the consistency condition for this system. In the case u = In r+ all 
the calculations can be performed in analogous fashion, and, though equa- 
tions (3.23)-(3.28) change their form, the equation (3.29) for the correlation 
function is the same. Since (3.29) is obtained from (integrable) sinh-Gordon 
equation (3.19) and three linear equations (3.20)-(3.22), it is very likely in- 
tegrable. More detailed investigation of (3.29) is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 
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On the infinite lattice the problem of derivation of differential equations 
for the correlation functions is much simpler due to rotational invariance. 

The functions T±, (£, ^, u depend on the single variable t = 2 (zz)*. Instead 
of (3.19) one has 

(p,f H— (pf = sinh cp cosh <p, 

and instead of (3.23), (3.25), (3.26) - 

„     1   , _ ((p" — j ip') sinh ip — ((p1)  cosh (p 

~1U~ 2(cosh<^ + l) ' 

„     1   .     cosh u> — 1 
\sinh(p/ 

tx// + -ti/Y = 2ti//'r    ^ t    J \smh(pj ' 

correspondingly. When we again regard the last four relations as a system 
for three variables <p, c^', (£>" and if we denote 

we will obtain well-known result 

(iC")2 = 4«-C)2-4(C')2«-C) + (C')2 

- the equation for the r-function of the Painleve V equation, - as the con- 
sistency condition for this system. Analogous calculations lead to the same 
equation for r+. 

I am grateful to V. N. Shadura for suggesting the problem and con- 
stant help, to V. N. Rubtsov and especially to A. 1. Bugrij - for fruitful 
discussions and critical comments. This work was supported by the INTAS 
program under grant INTAS-00-00055 and by Ukrainian SFFR project No. 
02.07/00152. 
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